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Relationship Chart
Name
Catherine
William
Wedding

Service

Balance
Business
Money

Academic
Knowledge
Spiritual

D.O.B.

Birthday No

09 01 1982
21 06 1982
29 04 2011

9
3
2

9

Gift Challenge Mission
1
6
4

2
2
4

3
2
1

Teaches

8

1

Base
Survival
i.e. Pay Bills`

Relationship
Emotion
Peace Maker

7

2

+

`

Harmonious
Home
Responsibility

3

6

Freedom
Adventure
Change

5

4

Practical
Systematic
Stable

Verbal
Inteligence
Creative

KATE, WILLIAM & WEDDING
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William (362) – the centre to his world (6) is the harmonious home. He is open but he needs Kate to
connect his ideas (3) with his mission (2) so that he can complete what he is here to do and ‘his
shape’ becomes complete. (William’s Mission is 47/11/2 – to be visionary, idealistic and
inspirational, changing the way others think, exuding a confidence and charisma he may not feel
inside).
Kate (9123) – the centres to her world (1&2) are her independence and her challenge, which is to
find the peace. Kate is more open than William and also needs others to complete what she is here
to do. Through William she completes her mission (3) and William also expands her world into the
realms of the harmonious home (6). They both also share the challenge (20/ 2) which is about
finding the peace. (Kate’s Mission 30/ 3 – expressing her creativity and uplifting others with her
vision)
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The centre to their marriage (241) is 4 and this represents security and stability. This means together
they may be very organised, industrious and efficient in how they operate. (4 is also a challenge in
their marriage as they may both be very intense in their enthusiasm and drive to succeed).
The mission that comes from their marriage (final no. 1) is all about true independence. This may
make them pioneers, doing things in their own unique way, occasionally letting go of their image to
be just who they are. The starting point of their marriage (29/11/2) is about being visionary,
idealistic and inspirational, changing the way others think.
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The only area they don’t complete together in is Kate’s starting point of 9. This means that Kate may
be working with others to help all of humanity.

Relationship Chart for Wills, Kate and Royal Wedding
This relationship exudes integrity, freshness and charm. Both want to uplift others with their vision and
together they may inspire each other to take risks and leaps of faith. Both are open and need each other
to complete what they are here to do.
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There is a fiery independence here, as the mission that comes from their marriage is about ‘true self
being revealed’. This means that is may be very important for them to let go of their image from time
to time and just be who they are.

They both want to be flag bearers, helping all of humanity in their own unique way. William’s personal
struggle is to be truly independent and self confident. He may turn himself inside out trying to make
others happy but, he always gets to the bottom of things and seeks out the truth. He studies hard and is
prepared to fight for his truth.
Kate has a gift for independence and this is central in her world. Through both finding the courage to
truly be themselves and do things in their own unique way, there is great integrity and their marriage
has a very secure and stable base.
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Both can be very sceptical and may allow themselves little time for inner development. Both have a
great flair for business and can be very organised and efficient. They can both be very intense in their
enthusiasm and drive to succeed. Both are also very creative and will get to a place where they can
truly bring in the light, little by little, inspiring others to think in new ways.
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William is an old soul with wisdom from many lifetimes. His mission and motivation is to inspire
others, to be visionary, idealistic and inspirational. William has the potential to change the way others
think and wants to inspire others by making his own dreams come true, doing things in new ways.
Others will be drawn to him and truly listen to what he has to say. He may exude a confidence and
charisma that he does not always feel inside and what opens doors for William is him knowing what he
is here to do.
The centre to William’s world is the harmonious home (and this is Kate’s motivation). Kate is more
open than William and the centres to her world are her independence and her challenge to find peace.
This is a challenge for both of them, as they can both drive themselves too hard.
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Kate especially is very ambitious and very determined, she also has such a sense of responsibility
towards others that she may deny what she truly desires, putting others before herself. There may be a
great deal she gets frustrated about, but she may remain silent with regard to this. What opens doors for
Kate is seeing herself as a channel of special awareness and making her dreams come true.
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Kate’s starting point is helping all of humanity, through service and teaching. This maybe something
she achieves with other people in her world. Allowing herself to be open to the spiritual, could be a
very powerful lesson for Kate in this lifetime, as she learns to let go and trust.

